A New Approach to Organize the Results of Searching the Web, using a Combination of Ranking and Genetic Structure-based Clustering
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Abstract

Web mining means searching the Web for find specific information. Web mining operation should be done in a way to give the best results to the user. Two of the best methods in this area are clustering and ranking Web pages. The hereby-proposed method is a new approach which is a combination of the above-mentioned methods. In the proposed method, first, the Web graph is clustered in two phases, based on structural equivalences; next, each cluster is scored according to its value; then, ranking is done on all present pages in the clusters; and, finally, the final rank of each Web page would be the result of multiplying these two values. In the end, Web pages will be presented to the user based on their final rank. The results obtained from the comparison of the proposed algorithm (GCRM) with other methods indicate a good performance of this algorithm in finding high quality Web pages. Since quality is the main parameter in Web mining, main effort in GCRM algorithm is on increasing the quality of found pages, where, according to the results in this area, GCRM has been successful.
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